Striking the balance between standing out and meeting all the technical and compliance requirements for your package is where Jones excels.

Providing shelf-confidence for your brand

From concept to production, Jones has the expertise and collaborative processes to work with your brand and design teams to create the impact that punches through with consumers, while keeping your bottom line top-of-mind.

Our advanced print, die-cutting and finishing capabilities offer our customers – across a broad spectrum of industries – production efficiency in a way that leaves the door wide open to endless creative possibilities.

- Single-colour to multi-colour with specialty coatings
- Simple structures to elaborate displays and dispensing cartons
- Variety of substrates including paperboard chain of custody certification
- Variety of inks and coatings
- Sheet fed lithography capabilities – conventional, U.V., and hybrid
- Web-fed flexography capabilities with inline die-cutting
- Specialty printing capabilities for enhanced visual impact
- Value-added finishing such as inline variable data coding, and tear tape
- Inline pressure sensitive label and security tag application

Brand stewardship

As an extension of our customers’ marketing and design teams, we understand that brand protection is just as important as packaging impact. That’s why we have taken folding carton design and delivery to a whole new level with industry-leading low migration ink initiatives that will transform your packaging and set new standards in the confectionery and pharmaceutical markets.
Healthcare
Jones has consistently played a leadership role in bringing new packaging innovations to our pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and OTC brand customers. Beyond staying at the forefront of their evolving legislative requirements, we provide expertise in important techniques such as Braille embossing and the latest micro text and anti-counterfeiting solutions to help protect our customers’ brands. And, as the only North American packaging company invited to join the Europe-based PharmaPact organization, our presence in this space provides the opportunity for Jones to continue to be first in bringing new ideas and best practices to the Canadian and US markets.

Consumer
While our company roots are firmly founded in manufacturing folding cartons for healthcare, brand owners from many other industries have also come to trust our unparalleled commitment to service, stringent standards and sophisticated technology capabilities. From personal care and beauty products to confectionery and beverages, we provide our customers with innovative solutions that enhance the visual impact of their products and build brand awareness using techniques such as Cast and Cure and incorporating QR codes into packaging designs.

Specialty Printing
As a global packaging leader, the efficiency and quality of our print processes have to remain top tier – our facilities are equipped with the latest technology to offer our customers the most advanced printing capabilities. For unmatched quality, reliability and cost savings, our presses allow up to nine advanced printing processes to be implemented at the same time, all in just one pass:

- Blind embossing
- Foil stamping
- High-gloss coating
- Matte coating
- Scented finish
- UV coating – overall spot, gloss and matte
- Glow-in-the-dark treatment
- Pearl and glitter finishes
- Reticulating varnish
- MiraFoil®
- Special inks – metallic, silver, gold

Whether your company is large or small, established or growing, you can count on our leadership in quality, technology and innovation to give you the shelf presence you need to make your products stand out.

*Let us show you how easy it is to trust your packaging business to Jones.*